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What is financial digital transformation?



Digitization Digitalization Digital Transformation

Move from analog to 
digital

“Get away from paper and 
pencil”

The old way of documenting checks Digitize your checkbook Eliminate checks, pay online Manage your money differently

Change how people 
communicate and interact

“Digital technologies transform 
business operations”

Change how we operate 
and collaborate

“Combine digital technologies 
with organizational change"

Why Is Finance Focused on Digital Transformation?



Challenges:
• Data not owned or part of a pillar
• Limited change, limited benefits 
• Pillars are independent of each other
• Technology drives limited change

Breakdowns:
• Inaccuracy and error-prone
• Limited collaboration
• Inefficiency between pillars
• Lack of confidence

Traditional Financial Digitalization Model

What we focus on today
People ProcessTechnology

What about data?

Businesses often focus on one pillar when assessing improvement in their organizations



Why Should Finance Lead Digital Transformation?

DataDataData

Technology

Process

People

Why finance?

1. Financial processes benefit heavily 
from transformation

2. Finance is viewed as a business 
partner and change agent across 
the organization

Finance can bring accuracy, confidence, and efficiency to an organization through digital transformation



Polling Question 1

What challenges are you experiencing around financial close? (Select all that apply.)
A. Errors/inaccuracies in reported numbers
B. Manual work (e.g., combining information, copying and pasting)
C. Lack of transparency across the process
D. Inefficiencies (e.g., too much time, missed deadlines, overstretched teams)



Does Your Culture Have What It Takes?

• Culture is key to and should drive successful digital transformation

• What is the culture at your company?

• Embrace change?

• Holding the company back?

• Ideas and innovation come from everywhere

• Decisions and direction come from the top

• Don’t let fear of losing control hold you back!

Insights-driven businesses will make $1.2 trillion in 2020—Forrester



Technology is the core to an organization’s ability to implement successful improvement

The Connected Cloud Path to Transformation

Core benefits:
• Increased efficiency and cycle time reduction
• Improved accuracy
• High collaboration
• Satisfaction and confidence

People Process

Technology

Data



Polling Question 2

Do you believe your ERP vendor can help you meet digital transformation? 
(Select one.)
A. Yes
B. No 
C. I don’t know



Why choose integrated cloud technologies?



• Account reconciliations
• Document repository
• Close process automation 
• Account balance fluctuations

• Integrated data, analysis, and 
collaboration for real-time reporting

• Combine financial & non-financial data
• Simple and repeatable internal and 

external reporting

What Technology Integration Means for You

Close Analysis ReportNormal Business 
Operations

The Integrated Close & Reporting Value Chain

• GAAP/IFRS consolidation
• Top side journal entries
• Integrate close and planning processes
• Granular, scenario-based variance 

analysis

Across your process: 
• Visibility and transparency
• Collaboration
• Security and control
• Continuity and integration



Polling Question 3

Q1: What software(s) do you currently use? (Select all that apply.)
A. Host Analytics®
B. Workiva®
C. BlackLine
D. Oracle®
E. SAP®
F. Microsoft Dynamics®
G. NetSuite®
H. I don't know



Inspired, but not sure what to do next?



• Establish vision and goals, build business case

• Select well-balanced project team

• Draft project timeline, milestones

• The old-world way: heavy IT, multiyear timeline is OVER 

• The new-world way: cloud tech, focus on practitioner, easy to understand is HERE

Initiation to Optimization

CRAWL

SPRINT

WALK
RUN



• Embrace integrated technology as the catalyst for change

• Begin with low-hanging fruit, look for quick wins 

• E.g., account reconciliations, consolidation, quarterly reviews

Initiation to Optimization

CRAWL

SPRINT

WALK
RUN



• Convergence of technology allows for great strides in improvement

• Gain additional momentum with integrated solutions 

• Streamline workflow document policies and procedures 

Initiation to Optimization

CRAWL

SPRINT

WALK
RUN



• Make the end users the executors of financial transformation 

• Evolve strategic solutions globally

• Re-assess and optimize technology

• Identify opportunities to further leverage solutions

• E.g., elimination entries, close checklists, forecast reporting

Initiation to Optimization

CRAWL

SPRINT

WALK
RUN



• What gets measured gets done

• Leverage dashboards to track progress

• Revisit and reevaluate to ensure focus 
and accountability

• Evangelize goals

• Include teammates in solutions and 
decisions to drive momentum and 
motivation

• Transformation is a never-ending 
journey

• Take time to acknowledge success

A Culture of Continuous Improvement

Measure and Re-assess Involve and Empower Celebrate the Wins



Polling Question 3

Where are you in your journey today? (Select one.)
A. Crawl
B. Walk
C. Run
D. Sprint



Demonstration 



Scenario
Scenario It’s 8:00 a.m.,  and we have a board presentation today at 2:00 p.m. We noticed the 

deferred revenue balance changed last night.

Task - Identify why deferred revenue changed
- Work across reporting, controllership, and reconciliation teams to root cause changes
- Reconcile the account balance with supporting documentation
- Update our presentation
- Have enough time to prepare for our meeting
- Crush our presentation!

Report Board of Directors September Review

How You Can Achieve Your Goals



Summary
Results • It’s 8:05 a.m…we know what, why, and how changes occurred to deferred revenue

• We updated our end reports with ample time before our presentation

Connectivity and continuity

One continuous, connected, and 
collaborative process from data 
to end report

Speed and agility

Ability to execute the process 
quickly and with ease

Risk reduction and assurance

Confidence in the accuracy of 
your data across your process

Time for exploration

Ability to perform additional 
insightful analysis as needed

How did integrated cloud technology help us?



Key Takeaways

• Data and technology are driving transformation in your close and reporting

• Be open to a paradigm change 

• Connected cloud technology is here today



Q&A


